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Galp’s start-up global contest won by Koolboks’ 

solar refrigeration project in Africa 

 
• Nigerian start-up came to Web Sumitt promising "sustainable and affordable refrigeration" 

on a continent where only 17% of the population has access to cold sources for food 

preservation.  

• Start-up the Future program received more than 200 applications from four continents and 

54 countries and awarded €50.000 to the winner.  

 

Koolboks is the winner of the grand final of the first international start-up program launched by Galp as part of 

its open innovation platform, Upcoming Energies, which took place on the last day of the Web Summit.  

 

The Nigerian start-up proposes a sustainable and affordable cooling solution for the African continent, where 

770 million people have no access to electricity.   

 

Koolboks is an ark that works in refrigeration or freezing mode, powered by solar panels and lithium batteries. 

The energy, abundant and accumulated during the day, keeps the Koolboks running for seven consecutive days 

ensuring the quality of the food.   

 

Deborah Gael, COO of Koolboks, explained that this social innovation meets "major challenges facing the 

population" since 17% of people in sub-Saharan Africa do not have access to refrigeration sources. The social 

impact of Koolboks goes beyond a mere technological solution, allowing "African women to be more 

autonomous, running small businesses based on the sale of food or meals”.  

 

"All the Startup the Future finalist projects are already winners for getting this far," said Georgious Papadimitriou, 

COO responsible for the areas of renewable energy and innovation at Galp. "But Koolboks is incredible, it 

touches our hearts because it is an immediate response to the most basic human needs," he added. 

 

Georgious Papadimitriou, who presented the €50,000 prize to Deborah Gael, also reinforced the importance of 

innovation in Galp's strategy: "The energy transition that we are operating requires innovation, requires 

collaboration and requires people like these entrepreneurs that we are distinguishing today.” 

 

Startup the Future captured the attention of the global entrepreneurial ecosystem, challenging it to find the 

most innovative and disruptive solutions in the areas of Social Innovation, Electric mobility (in partnership with 

BMW), Renewables & Energy Management, and Production & Operations.  

 

More than 200 applications from 54 countries and four continents were received. Besides Koolboks, the winner 

in the Social Innovation category, made it to the finals in Lisbon: Mobilyze, a Slovakian start-up that uses 

predictive technology to optimize the location of charging points for electric vehicles; Delfos, a Brazilian start-

up that applies Artificial Intelligence in the production of renewable energy; and GreenEnergy, also from Brazil, 

which proposes to produce green hydrogen from sewage sludge.   
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In addition to spending an immersive week in Lisbon, the four finalists also had the opportunity to be presented 

at Web Summit, where they made their pitch, and to test their innovation solutions in a business environment 

at Galp.  

 

With Startup the Future over, Galp's open innovation platform Upcoming Energies continues with calls for 

entrepreneurs from around the world, with the goal of expanding the innovation ecosystem and finding new 

technologies that accelerate Galp's energy transition.  

 

About Galp 

A Galp is an international player in the energy and mobility sectors, focused on developing sustainable solutions to improve 

people’s lives. Galp has set ambitious decarbonization goals and is committed to reduce the CO2 intensity of its operations 

by 40% by the end of this decade, and to being carbon neutral by 2050. Thus, Galp is actively reshaping its energy portfolio 

and intends to lead the industry by allocating half of its capital investment to new energy solutions. To achieve such 

ambitious goals, the only way to truly transform the business and lead the energy transition is to open the door to new 

technologies. As such, Galp partners with startups from all over the world, top universities, and R&D labs such as Net4Co2, 

HyLab, Water CoRe, and BIORef to innovate and re-invent the energy sector, always focusing on creating win-win scenarios 

for both parties. By the end of 2025, Galp’s open innovation platform (Galp Upcoming Energies) aims to invest about €180 

million in innovation projects. Galp is already expanding its renewable portfolio, being one of the main solar players in 

Iberia, and is currently developing a Green Hydrogen production hub in Sines. In addition, it is also betting on strategic 

partnerships such as the Joint Venture Aurora with Northvolt for lithium refining. For more information, visit www.galp.com 
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